
Essay plan

title

define art
everyone sees differently (ways of seeing)
subjectivity
define dance and choreography as art
literature is art but we don't see it as art, changes way we teach it (AIE)

what is the point in dance gcse and a level
what is the point in the arts
what does government say about teaching art
why is it valuable
it is a part of the whole rather than individual- rounded learning
obsessed with outcomes and narrow utility (AIE)
responsibility of government

how do we actually assess dance
always had a problem with assessing art-hume. subjectivity etc
norwood report
2009 arts council scheme for artistic assessment-same principle that apply to evaluation artistic 
programmes can be applied to assessment in schools
old gcse and a level curriculum
changes
practical and writing
changed recently-weight of theory to practical
value of theory in arts

viewed as a supplement to other ‘real’ subjects
get a job
go to uni
even government lady described her lamda qualifications as enhancing her other things rather than 
be respectable in itself
it is true it does enhance other subjects but should also be considered valuable in itself

does this alienate some?-disabled
how can gcse and a level cater to these
able to write essay?
blind?
how can they talk about what they see and what it means

how the specs are inclusive- i.e. those who cant afford dance classes outside of school get to do 
dance
adds to other subjects e.g. english- interpretation
encourages fitness and health
encourages discipline? good or bad?
freedom of expression? how free is it?
depends on individual schools/teachers

what do they teach us to value?
this reflect art as whole?
focus on imitation and very specific dance styles
doesn't say need to teach other movement practices like yoga or pilates or tai chi. non dance 
movement.
laban



just copying other styles and working out the elements of it


